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Excerpt from our Vegetarian Cooking Class Menus.

Chai Tea
1) Combine in a large sauce pan Make sure this pan is big
enough to hold the contents from both pans when you
combine them.
a) 1 cup water turn to high heat, bringing to boil
b) Add 1 heaping tablespoon of loose black tea or 1-2 tea
bags (rooibos tea works for a non-caffeinated option)
c) Sugar to taste (usually 1-3 tablespoons)
d) ¼-1/2 inch of a ginger root peeled & grated or chopped
e) 3 shakes of ground black pepper
2) Combine in a small sauce pan
a) 2 cups milk turn to high heat, bringing to simmer but not
to a boil!
b) 3 strands of saffron

Makes 3 cups

Water
Tea
Ginger
Sugar
Black Pepper

1 Cup
2 T or
2 bags
¼ Inch
3T
3 shakes

2% Milk
Saffron
Cardamom

2 Cups
3 strands
1/3 ts

Optional Spices
Vanilla, Cinnamon, rose water,
Clove, whole milk, rooibos tea

3) Combine pan contents after the water pan has boiled for 30
seconds. The main purpose here is to assure the diffusion of
the tea. Sometimes I take the pan off the heat for 30
seconds or so until my water turns nice and dark.
a) Bring the combined pan to a boil. The mixture will froth up and if not pulled off the heat fast
enough, it will boil over. So pull the pan from the heat, stir and let the froth go down. Repeat
this 3 times so that you have fully mixed the ingredients and have denatured the milk proteins
properly for easy digestion.
4) Add aromatic spices Add ground cardamom to the mixture, stir, and cover to cool.
a) The milk will form a scum on the surface from oxidation if you do not cover the pot.
5) Strain and serve. Enjoy!
a) Your chai will increase in flavor if you refrain from straining out the whole pan until serving each
cup individually. Some people like to strain the whole pot and serve in a separate decanter.
This works best when serving family style.
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Chai Comments
Why 2 pots?
Using two pots speeds up the process of chai preparation; this is very important for true chai addicts!
Typically it takes me 12 minutes to make chai in a single pot yes I have timed it! This recipe is given
for preparation in two pots, but the milk pot can easily be added to the water pot after the water pot
boils for 30 seconds. Speed is often an important factor in our busy day and
A liquid recipe
Water: Milk ratio changes based on digestive capacity. The general rules are that the ratio starts at 1:2
and moves towards 2:1. Young or vigorous or Pitta should start with more milk while older, congested
or convalescing people should start with more water.
The spicing of chai changes according to the season and your dosha. People find a variety of extra
spices wonderful in their chai. Experiment and see what works for you.
A Yogi

Drink

se of several reasons. Caffeine helps to keep the mind awake
when you are practicing deep breathing, meditation, and relaxation; these practices bring your body to
a state on the verge of sleep and the extra boost the chai gives you can mean the difference between
falling asleep or not in practice. Milk fat nourishes the nerves and buffers the highly available energy
from the sugar and caffeine
. Ginger and black pepper
provide digestibility and help you to digest the milk, while the other spices create a sattvic quality of
mind. While sugar helps pull all of these things deeper into the body. Your body considers sugar a
friend and readily welcomes it in. Thus when your friend sugar arrives, the doors open and all of the
spices along with their benefits, are taken deeply into the body.
Bacteria as Guide
The whole drink, when prepared with boiled milk is very bio-available, it means that it is all easily used
by the body
in the morning before you brush your teeth. You will find that after 30 minutes or so you have a heavily
coated tongue. The extra bacteria have grown on that highly available chai energy.
I have tasted cooked milk products that have sat out for four or five hours. Chai tastes markedly more
spoiled than most products after a mere three hours sitting out. Use bacteria as your guides to know
what foods are more bio-available. The faster it rots has small organisms eating it - the more bioavailable and better for you the food will be.
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Juicy Fizz
Serves 2
1) Mix 1:1 sprite and juice
a) Our family enjoys Apple Grape Juicy Juice best.
2) Add frozen blueberries or other frozen mixed fruit to chill.
3) Serve, and enjoy.

Sprite
1 Cup
Apple Grape Juice 1 Cup
Frozen Blueberries 4 Oz
Optional
Carbonated water, other frozen fruit
and fruit juice substitutes, Mint

Hydrating / Cleansing Water
1 Cup
1) Boil 8-12 oz of water cool a bit, then add
a) Pinch of salt
b) Juice from ¼ lemon, or less to taste.
c) Honey to taste
i) Never add the honey in at too high a temperature. The
honey will become a subtle poison 
2) Serve hot or at room temperature.
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Lemon Juice
Honey

1 Cup
1 Pinch
1 Oz
To taste
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Juicy Fizz Comments
This drink is a great crowd pleaser and is healthier than regular soda. If you want more flavor from the
frozen berries, mix the drink and put it in the fridge for up to 3 hours before serving. Prep this too early
and the fizz will go out.
Stevia and carbonated water
sprite. Actually, many people make their own version of soda pop by doing this.

Hydrating / Cleansing Water Comments
None Too Clean
Bottled water that is too pure actually leaches important electrolytes and minerals from the body.
Preparing your water this way makes it excellently absorbable, gives it a lower surface tension, and
s water provides all of the electrolytes your body
needs delivered from natural and fresh sources. To make it even a touch better, use sea salt instead of
pure table salt.
Cleansing
Use this water warm in the morning instead of coffee or caffeinated tea drinks. It is also a nice drink to
use when doing any soft or mild cleanse. You could try eating an early and very light supper and then
supplementing with just this water until bed for seven-ten days. This seven day hydration and evening
fast will allow your lymph system, kidneys, and liver time to gently process toxins and refresh
themselves.
Hot Honey
Honey should be added after the water temperature has dropped well below a boil. Cooking honey
causes it to transform. Studies have shown that cooked honey can change into formaldehyde, a toxic
preservative. Yogis also believe that the numerous plant compounds in honey can have negative
combination reactions when it is cooked, thus those looking for a sattvic diet should avoid eating
cooked honey.
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